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«Gauntlet» is a fantasy series. Margot and Edward are 
surviving in a world whose balance has been broken 
by the evil Lord Grim. The story begins when Edward 
steals the gauntlet from his master, the terrifying 
Mushrooman who is dying in his sarcophagus in the 
strange Ervigius’s castle crypt.
Helped by the strength of Brother-the-dead, an ogre 
bewitched by the power of the gauntlet, Margot 
and Edward cross the swamp to find the parents of 
Margot.
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Margot is the heroine of the story. Younger than Edward, she must be 6 or 
7 years old. She has been sold by her parents to a children dealer who was 
supplying Mushrooman with young bodies.
Margot has always been spared by Edward. She survived and was able 
to flee with Edward. Very attached to him, she fears, however, the magic 
and power of the gauntlet, which for her, remains committed to the scary 
Mushrooman. She wants to find her parents, unaware that they wanted to 
get rid of her.

Created by Ardabast from a bean,  he  becomes  Edward’s companion in  
adversity and  turns  gradually  into his conscience.  He is facetious and 
courageous , but  his small size is equally an advantage or a disadvantage. 
However,  he will repeatedly help Edward  to come through difficult 
situations. 

Mushrooman Servant, Brother-the-dead, is a giant who  above all obeys  
the  gauntlet.  Mysterious  protector of the armor stolen by Lord Grim,  he  
has metamorphosed into  a  silent living dead  with a considerable physical 
strength. 

Edward is the hero of the series "Gauntlet." He is the main character, the 
one who steals the gauntlet and gets its power. At the beginning of the 
story, he is about 10 years old, then he grows up throughout the adventure. 
Nobody knowns anything about Edward's family. He does not know 
himself where he comes from. As far as he can remember, he has always 
lived with Mushrooman.
He is very attached to Margot, and has always protected her against the 
other children and against the appetite of Mushrooman, the children 
devourer.



Sorcerer and Animals Protector in the old world, Ervigius is cursed by his 
pact with Lord Grim.

Mushrooman was formely known as Ardabast. The magician became a 
degenerate creature after the pact that binds him to Lord Grim. Protector of 
plants in the ancient world, he has metamorphosed gradually into the lord 
of molds and mushrooms, poisoner ogre and children devourer. A strange 
disease, dating back from the times when he was still the magician, binds 
him to Edward. He has constantly saved the boy until his death and he has 
more or less passed the gauntlet to him.

Former magician, he has plunged the world into unbalance, after stealing 
the sacred armor. We will learn much more about him in future books. He 
remains everybody’s enemy and the one who can lead the world to its ruin 
if he retrieves the gauntlet and has the complete armor.

Grenouillards are the guards and soldiers of the perched castle of Ervigius. 
Before being transformed, they were frogs in the swamp surrounding 
Ardabast’s house. Since they are Grenouillards, they have considerably 
grown and became partially more human.


